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Abstract: Definition of video quality requirements for video surveillance poses new questions in the area of quality
assessment. This paper presents a quality assessment experiment for an automatic license plate recognition
scenario. We explore the influence of the compression by H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC standards on the
recognition performance. We compare logarithmic and logistic functions for quality modeling. Our results
show that a logistic function can better describe the dependence of recognition performance on the quality for
both compression standards. We observe that automatic license plate recognition in our study has a behavior
similar to human recognition, allowing the use of the same mathematical models. We furthermore propose an
application of one of the models for video surveillance systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Video systems and processing are heavily influenced
by strong driving forces such as TV distribution, inter-
net applications, mobile communications, and other
consumer market products. Surveillance applications
are rising in popularity as well. Video surveillance
based on IP technology provides advantages com-
pared to classic CCTV systems in terms of cost and
flexibility. IP video surveillance is experiencing rapid
development and proliferation, but the big markets are
oriented on different types of applications. Quality of
the video data plays a big role in all of these appli-
cations, but in TV-like services video quality relates
to visual pleasure e.g. for entertainment rather than
for solving specific problems. In video surveillance
the ability to recognize objects, persons, events etc.
plays a bigger role and thus shifts the perspective of
perceived quality.

Quality assessment for recognition tasks is a new
assessment scenario which has attracted a lot of at-
tention recently. VQEG (The Video Quality Experts
Group) has been driving major research work about
consumer video quality in the past years. Recently
the group formed a new research project “Quality As-
sessment for Recognition Tasks” (QART) (Leszczuk
and Dumke, 2012) in order to advance task-based
video quality research. While there exist well-known
and widely used objective quality models such as

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Struc-
tural Similarity Index (MSSIM) (Wang et al., 2004),
Video Quality Metric (VQM) (Pinson and Wolf,
2004) and MOtion-based Video Integrity Evaluation
(MOVIE) (Seshadrinathan and Bovik, 2010) for video
content in the entertainment sector, there are no well-
established models for recognition tasks. While tra-
ditional metrics try to define a viewer’s overall satis-
faction with video quality, quality metrics for video
surveillance should define the usefulness of the video
data for recognition tasks. Though there is a clear
difference between these two types of quality assess-
ment, the new field can definitely benefit from the de-
velopment of quality metrics for the traditional more
entertainment-driven applications.

The resulting quality for a video surveillance sys-
tem depends on all parts of the signal chain from
video capture and compression to transmission, de-
coding and display in the end-user applications. For
example, ambience and environment during capture
such as changing light conditions and weather lead to
highly varying quality of the video recorded by the
cameras. At the same time, transmission errors, such
as packet loss, influence final quality as well. While
some of these distortions are caused by external con-
ditions such as limited bandwidth or outdoor lighting,
artefacts caused by compression can be controlled in-
side the systems by managing encoding parameters
on the camera. Therefore, our work focuses on the
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quality degradation caused by video compression us-
ing H.264/AVC and High Efficiency Video Coding
(H.265/HEVC) standards. The novelty of this work
is in performance evaluation of these two standards
from the point of view of their application to recog-
nition tasks, comparison of the accuracy of model-
ing the experimental data by logarithmic and logis-
tic functions, and the proposal for usage of the latter
model in real-life applications.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 summarizes related works. Section 3
describes the experiment performed for automatic li-
cense plate recognition. Section 4 presents the analy-
sis of the results and a proposed application, and Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper giving directions for future
work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED
WORK

The fast growth of video surveillance technologies
and the widespread use of surveillance systems in
transportation, law enforcement, etc. have increased
the attention to the issues of video quality in such sys-
tems. The traditional Quality of Experience (QoE)
concept has to be taken differently in surveillance
perspectives as task-based applications have differ-
ent functions from entertainment video. In task-based
scenarios it is more appropriate to speak about Qual-
ity of Usefulness that defines the potential of the video
to be used for successful achievement of the recogni-
tion task. This is also referred to as visual intelligibil-
ity or acuity (Dumke et al., 2011).

Several works have addressed video quality
frameworks for recognition tasks in surveillance ap-
plications. The Video Quality in Public Safety Work-
ing Group was established in 2009 with the sup-
port of the Office for Interoperability and Compati-
bility within the U.S. Department of Homeland Secu-
rity and the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Public
Safety Communications Research Program (PSCR).
This Working Group has developed a guide for public
safety that defines video quality requirements (Video
Quality in Public Safety Working Group, 2010). This
guide includes definition of some fundamental con-
cepts, introducing a generalized use class concept,
recommendations for generalization of use cases into
use classes, overview of core video system compo-
nents, and qualitative guidance for surveillance sys-
tems setup. A short summary of the framework pro-
posed in the guide can be found in (Ford and Stange,
2010).

The PSCR project also performed some subjective

experiments in order to examine how lighting, target
size, and motion together with resolution and bit rate
affect the success rate of recognition tasks (Dumke
et al., 2011). They did preliminary studies and ob-
served general trends, suggesting further directions
in exploring the influence of scene characteristics, bit
rates and resolutions on the recognition performance.

Witkowski and Leszczuk (Witkowski and
Leszczuk, 2012) applied the framework for describ-
ing public safety applications presented in (Video
Quality in Public Safety Working Group, 2010)
for automatic classification of input sequences into
generalized use classes. The proposed method was
compared with subjective assessment by humans, and
allowed a 70% classification match with end-users
opinion. Their analysis led to a conclusion that such
automatic classification into use classes has to be
additionally verified by humans.

A summary of definitions, research experiments
and current trends for quality assessment in surveil-
lance applications is presented in (Leszczuk et al.,
2011b). In comparison with other works, this publi-
cation describes in addition some standardization ac-
tivities and discusses general ethical issues.

License plate recognition (LPR) tasks have been
addressed in several works as well. Leszczuk et al.
describe in detail their subjective experiment on the
LPR task (Leszczuk et al., 2011a). The goal of the
experiment was to test human recognition capabilities
by asking non-expert subjects to detect license plates
numbers. This work proposed a simple mathematical
model (it was called logit though the formulas repre-
sent a logistic model, being inverse to logit) showing
the dependency between detection probability and bit
rate for a group of test sequences used in the experi-
ment. The fit of this model became less evident when
all test sequences were combined together.

Another study (Leszczuk, 2011) presented a case
of assessing quality of compressed task-based video
on the examples of surveillance videos (LPR sce-
nario) and medical videos (bronchoscopic diagnosis).
Test data from (Leszczuk et al., 2011a) was used
for analysis for the LPR case and this work sug-
gested modeling of the video quality using a logarith-
mic function. This study stated that 100% success-
ful recognition could be expected for bit rates higher
than 350 kbit/s according to the model, however we
would like to note that this number depends highly on
the original characteristics and resolution of the video
sequences as well as the algorithm used for compres-
sion.

Studies (Leszczuk et al., 2011a) and (Leszczuk,
2011) have been further developed in (Leszczuk,
2012). Processed video sequences were grouped
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into several sets defined by parameters applied to the
source video sequences and extended models based
on logarithmic and logistic functions were proposed.

Janowski et al. (Janowski et al., 2012) stud-
ied both visual (i.e. performed by humans) and au-
tomatic LPR (ALPR) using experimental data given
in (Leszczuk et al., 2011a). They used two ALPR
algorithms for recognition task: Labeling and Artifi-
cial Neural Networks and Periodic Walsh Piecewise-
Linear Descriptors . These algorithms provided poor
performance compared to visual LPR. Analysis of
the results showed that in some cases ALPR algo-
rithms provide performance that is different from hu-
man subjects, and human subjects easily outperform
ALPR algorithms in recognition rate. However, dif-
ferent results may be obtained if other recognition al-
gorithms are applied for ALPR. Automatic extraction
of text data in images and video is a challenging prob-
lem itself. A review of various approaches addressing
this problem is given in (K. Jung, 2004).

In this work we applied two compression al-
gorithms - H.264/AVC (Wiegand et al., 2003) and
H.265/HEVC (Sullivan et al., 2012) - on test se-
quences used in other studies (Leszczuk et al., 2011a).
We did our experiment for ALPR and evaluated the
performance of the recognition probability models.

3 QUALITY ASSESSMENT
EXPERIMENT

In order to develop a quality model, it is necessary to
define the ground truth of the video quality through
assessment experiments. For task-based applications
such as LPR, these experiments can be done either
by using evaluation involving human subjects, or au-
tomatic (machine) recognition. Below we provide a
description of our experiment for ALPR, where we
use the recognition probability as a quality measure.

3.1 Source Material

We used 20 video sequences provided by AGH Uni-
versity, Poland (Leszczuk et al., 2011a), and avail-
able at CDVL (The Consumer Digital Video Library).
They created this set of sequences for their license
plate recognition experiments (Janowski et al., 2012;
Leszczuk, 2012; Leszczuk, 2011; Leszczuk et al.,
2011a). The videos show cars entering and leav-
ing a parking lot. The sequences were recorded di-
rectly from a camera with the best possible quality,
though some high quality initial compression was per-
formed in the camera. All sequences have resolu-
tion 1280�720 pixels and frame rate of 25 fps, with

varying number of frames from 479 to 512 result-
ing in video sequences of approximately 20 seconds
length. Further details about sequences recording can
be found in (Leszczuk et al., 2011a). Though the car
license plate is visible in each sequence for 17 sec-
onds minimum, we have used subsets of frames (from
10 to 310) where the license plate was in a stable po-
sition (car stopping before entrance or exit) and in a
fixed location in the frame.

We also produced downscaled versions of these
sequences with 640�360 resolution using a Lanczos
filter. Same subsets of frames were used for the se-
quences with reduced resolution. The use of down-
scaled sequences in the ALPR experiment can help
to understand how reduction in resolution affects the
quality from a recognition perspective.

3.2 Experimental Design

All sequences were encoded with two compres-
sion standards - H.264/AVC, using the x264
software implementation (H.264/AVC codec), and
H.265/HEVC, using the HM reference implementa-
tion (H.265/HEVC codec). The motivation for ob-
taining results with these two standards was mainly
practical, as H.264/AVC is currently used in many
video surveillance cameras, while H.265/HEVC
promises to be an alternative solution for the cameras
in the future.

H.264/AVC was used in Main profile, while
H.265/HEVC worked in Low-delay profile.
H.265/HEVC is generally more complex and
we anticipate that Low-delay profile may be used
in initial camera surveillance applications utilizing
the new compression standard. More detailed
information about the compression parameters for
the sequences including the Quantization Parameter
(QP) and intra period values is given in Table 1.
H.265/HEVC was used with a larger coding unit
size as this is one of the main novel features of this
standard.

For recognition we used the Intrada ALPR soft-
ware provided by Q-Free company (Intrada ALPR
Software). Its ALPR engine combines a wide range
of image processing techniques and statistical anal-
ysis with machine learning technology like neural
networks. After encoding and decoding video se-
quences (in YCbCr 4:2:0 format), we extracted the
intra frames that fall within the subset of frames de-
fined so that the license plate was in a stable position,
as mentioned above. These single intra frames were
converted into raw RGB format and given as an in-
put for the ALPR software which operates on uncom-
pressed data. Additionally, some parameters were de-
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Table 1: Compression parameters applied for the sequences.

Parameter H.264/AVC
(x264)

H.265/HEVC
(HM)

Profile Main Low-delay

QP (640�360) 25–51,
step of 2

25–51,
step of 2

QP (1280�720) 33–51,
step of 2

33–51,
step of 2

Macroblock /
Coding Unit size 16 64

Partition depth - 4
Intra period 8 8

GOP structure IPBPBPBP IBBBBBBB
Slice mode No No

fined that include minimum and maximum expected
size of the symbols in the license plate and the area
within the frame where the recognition should be per-
formed. Car license plates in the test sequences be-
long to Poland, therefore recognition parameters in
the software were set up for this country.

An approximate size of the license plates in the
full-resolution sequences is 110�30. We defined one
recognition area (366�169 for full resolution, scaled
down to 185�85 for reduced resolution) for the video
sequences with cars entering the parking lot, and an-
other one (424�170 for full resolution, scaled down
to 212�85 for reduced resolution) for the sequences
with the cars leaving the parking lot (see Fig.1, area
used for recognition is marked by rectangle). As
ALPR is typically used in real-time applications, this
poses the requirement for quick processing. Opera-
tion on intra frames only and predefined region of the
frames allows to reduce the processing time.

Figure 1: Example of test sequence (The Consumer Digital
Video Library).

For each single input frame the Intrada ALPR
software provides the recognized license plate and a
so-called confidence level that ranges between 1 and
1000. The confidence level means the trust the ALPR
algorithm has in the correctness of the answer given.
In other words, the higher the confidence that is re-

ported, the higher the probability that the answer is
correct. The reliability of an ALPR algorithm is re-
lated to how well the confidence is correlated with
the probability of an error. In the Intrada ALPR soft-
ware the confidence is calculated based on various
factors, e.g., how well the detected font and the place-
ment of the characters match the license plate models
for the defined country. This allows to discriminate
between results that are expected to be correct (high
confidence) and results that have less trust.

The used ALPR software is deterministic in its
recognition making our results repeatable. In our ex-
periment most of the sequences have more than one
intra frame within the defined subset of frames, there-
fore the ALPR software may provide different an-
swers for these frames. In order to identify the most
probable license plate, we evaluated the combined
confidence level (CCL). CCL for each intra frame
is computed based on the confidence levels of each
character i in the license plate (CharCLi), which are
provided by Intrada ALPR, by the following formula:

CCL = 1�
N

Õ
i=1

(1� CharCLi

1000
); (1)

where N is the number of characters in the recognized
license plate.

The choice of the final answer for license plate
for each compressed sequence in our experiment was
made by choosing the license plate with the maximum
CCL.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Recognition Results and Model

The test set of the experiment consisted of 20 source
sequences each encoded with 10 or 14 different QP
values depending on resolution (see Table 1), there-
fore for each compression standard we processed 200
(1280�720) and 280 (640�360) sequences with the
ALPR software. The recognition rate for H.264/AVC
compressed sequences was 67% (134 out of 200 se-
quences recognized correctly without a single er-
ror) for 1280�720 resolution and 28.2% (79 out of
280 sequences) for 640�360 resolution, while for
H.265/HEVC the results were 53.5% (107 out of 200
sequences) and 24.2% (68 out of 280 sequences), re-
spectively. Sequences encoded by H.265/HEVC had
on average lower bit rate than H.264/AVC ones.

For each QP value for each compression standard
the total amount of symbols was 141 (19 sequences
with 7 symbols per license plate and one with 8).
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The probability of symbol recognition error was cal-
culated as follows:

Perror =
Nerror

Ntotal
; (2)

where Nerror is a number of symbols recognized in-
correctly among all license plates, and Ntotal = 141.

Correct symbol recognition probability is defined
as:

Pcorrect = 1�Perror: (3)

Uncoded sequences in full resolution were all rec-
ognized correctly (Pcorrect = 1), while recognition per-
formance for downscaled sequences was Pcorrect =
0:68.

We applied both logarithmic and logistic func-
tions in order to model the recognition probability
for ALPR based on either the bit rate or the com-
pression ratio, respectively. The idea of using these
functions was initially proposed in (Leszczuk, 2011)
and (Leszczuk et al., 2011a) for visual LPR. We ex-
tended their experiment by using ALPR software and
applying the models for different compression algo-
rithms.

We used the following logarithmic model for
modeling the recognition performance:

Pcorrect = a � ln(R)+b; (4)

where a and b are model parameters that can be ob-
tained by nonlinear regression and R denotes the bit
rate. The logistic model is defined as follows:

Perror =
1

1+ e�t ; (5)

t = c �Cr +d; (6)

where c and d are model parameters that can be ob-
tained by nonlinear regression and Cr denotes the
compression ratio, defined as the ratio between the
uncompressed size (in YUV 4:2:0 format) and com-
pressed size of the video sequence.

The approximation of the results averaged over 20
sequences for two resolutions for H.264/AVC and for
H.265/HEVC are shown in Figs. 2-6.

We used the coefficient of determination R2 and
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) to evaluate how
well the models fit the experimental data. The
achieved R2 and PCC values are shown in Table 2.

According to R2 and PCC, the logarithmic model
(see a fit in Figs. 2, 3 and 4) makes a good approxi-
mation of the experimental data. The logistic model
(see a fit in Figs. 5 and 6) in comparison to logarith-
mic provides higher R2 and PCC values. Saturation
observed on the left and right sides of the plots also
supports the preference towards the use of the logistic
model.

Table 2: R2 and PCC for logarithmic and logistic models.

Compr. method
(resolution) model R2 PCC

H.264/AVC
(1280�720)

logarithmic 0.8372 0.9150
logistic 0.9910 0.9961

H.264/AVC
(640�360)

logarithmic 0.9578 0.9716
logistic 0.9902 0.9907

H.265/HEVC
(1280�720)

logarithmic 0.9403 0.9697
logistic 0.9725 0.9865

H.265/HEVC
(640�360)

logarithmic 0.9320 0.9563
logistic 0.9852 0.9850

The results for H.264/AVC for the two resolutions
(Fig. 2) show that the behaviour of the model de-
pends not only on the bit rate, but also on some other
characteristics of the video sequences. After a point
around 300 kbps, the reduced-resolution sequences
start providing a lower recognition rate compared to
full-resolution as the bitrate increases. Between the
two test cases for H.264/AVC, only the resolution has
been changed which means that the loss of the infor-
mation caused by downscaling has determined the pa-
rameters a and b in the model. These values could de-
pend on sharpness, entropy of the data, or some other
video characteristics like amount of high frequences
in the video signal which are typically used to ensure
reliable recognition of the text on license plates.

Figure 4 shows that the use of H.265/HEVC al-
lows to increase the probability of correct recognition
for the same bit rates. As this work studies the in-
fluence of compression on recognition performance,
we are interested in a wide range of bit rates. In real
surveillance systems substantial compression leading
to significant quality degradation would most likely
not be used. As expected, H.265/HEVC has a bet-
ter performance if compared at a given bitrate. How-
ever, the comparison of recognition rate dependence
on PSNR showed that for a range of PSNR values the
H.264/AVC provided better performance at a given
PSNR (see Figs. 7 and 8). This may be explained by
the fact that allowing a significant reduction of the bit
rates, H.265/HEVC provided at the same time a lower
quality from a recognition point of view.

The results of the experiment also confirmed that
ALPR algorithms can be used along with visual
LPR by human subjects. The qualitative behaviour
of the ALPR is similar to the visual one reported
in (Leszczuk et al., 2011a), and our experiment shows
that ALPR can provide high recognition rate as well.
It supports the idea that ALPR can substitute visual
LPR if good ALPR algorithms are used.

It is necessary to note that there is a difference in
achievable ALPR performance between compressed
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and uncompressed video as compression typically af-
fects the high frequencies in the image. Compression
can though work as noise filtering as well, which can
be beneficial for automatic recognition. The dotted
horizontal lines in Figs. 2 and 3 shows the recog-
nition performance for uncompressed sequences for
640�360 resolution (Pcorrect = 0:68). Results demon-
strate that for some cases a small amount of compres-
sion allows to achieve slightly higher average recog-
nition performance than the one for uncompressed se-
quences.
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Figure 2: Logarithmic model for H.264/AVC.
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Figure 3: Logarithmic model for H.265/HEVC.

4.2 Proposed Application

We propose a practical application based on the model
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. This model shows the de-
pendence of the error probability on the compression
ratio. The proposed model can be used for system cal-
ibration. Once the surveillance cameras are installed,
it is possible to create several test sequences and build
the model after performing compression, recognition
and analysis of the statistics of the correct recogni-
tion. This model is influenced by some characteris-
tics of the scene, such as the size of the characters and
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Figure 4: Logarithmic model for H.264/AVC and
H.265/HEVC for 1280�720.
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Figure 5: Logistic model for H.264/AVC.

distance of the license plate from the camera, light-
ing conditions, and camera focus. It is also possible
to define a set of different models covering different
situations (e.g. in the case with varying lighting for
outdoor scenarios).

A logistic model created for a particular surveil-
lance system allows to calibrate the bit rates used for
compression with a particular video coding standard
in order to provide the acceptable recognition rate. As
most practical uses of digital video for surveillance
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Figure 6: Logistic model for H.265/HEVC.
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Figure 7: Recognition probability vs. PSNR for 1280�720.
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Figure 8: Recognition probability vs. PSNR for 640�360.

require transmission of the video data (e.g. IP-based
systems), such a calibration model can also alert the
user about the increase of error probability in case
there is not enough bandwidth for transmission at the
defined bit rate. This means the user could anyway
receive the video signal, but would be aware about
the decreased reliability of the data. The model can
be used for deciding the bit rate for data storage as
well. In this case, it is possible to compress necessary
frames with a sufficient quality for reliable recogni-
tion.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this work we have presented the results of an exper-
iment for automatic license plate recognition (ALPR)
for evaluating the influence of compression on the
quality of the recognition task. We have demonstrated
that in this test ALPR has shown similar qualitative
behavior to visual LPR and, therefore, can be de-
scribed using the same mathematical functions.

Our ALPR test using H.264/AVC and
H.265/HEVC revealed that their performance

can be represented by common recognition prob-
ability model but with different parameters. From
these results it seems that the model can be used
for different compression schemes, though it is
premature to conclude that based on the limited data
set used for the experiment and since H.264/AVC and
H.265/HEVC are rather similar in many aspects.

Coefficient of determination R2 and Pearson cor-
relation coefficient have shown that the logistic model
has higher similarity with the experimental results and
therefore it is preferable to use this model.

We performed analysis on the intra frames only
and we assume that it is enough to just use the intra
frames of the sequence as they tend to have a higher
quality compared to P or B frames. This however
puts some limitations on the Group of Picture (GOP)
size. Too long GOPs lead to long periods between in-
tra frames which could affect the recognition or even
lead to the situation where a car license plate appears
in the sequence only in the period between two intra
frames.

In this work we also proposed a practical applica-
tion of the logistic model for recognition probability.
Such a model can help to calibrate video surveillance
systems and choose compression parameters that pro-
vide the desired recognition probability.

Our ALPR experiment with different resolutions
demonstrated that characteristics of the video se-
quences play an important role in modeling recogni-
tion probability, and in our further works we are plan-
ning to extend the described models, identifying the
model parameters based on additional information ex-
tracted from video data. These experiments together
with additional tests in other surveillance scenarios
will help defining the Quality of Usefulness for video
surveillance applications.
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